Multiple sounds

Final /s/ and /z/
Fox in socks -- Dr. Seuss E Se45fox
Millions of cats -- Gag E G121m
The rose in my garden -- Lobel E L783r
Who's sick today -- Cherry E C424w

Initial and final /k/ and /g/
Caps for sale -- Slobodkina E S/53c
Bark, George -- Feiffer E F323b
Whose mouse are you? -- Kraus E K867w
Ten black dots -- Crew E C867te

Initial and medial /s/
Brown bear, brown bear, what do you see? -- Martin E M365br
Initial, medial, and final /s/ clusters
Any "I Spy" book -- Micklethwait
Goodnight, moom -- Brown E B815g
Goodnight, goodnight -- Rice E R361g

Initial /sh/ and /ch/
Dots, spots, speckles, and stripes -- Hoban E H652d
Each peach pear plum : an "I spy" story -- Ahlberg E Ah47e
Shoes, shoes, shoes -- Schereiber 391 M831s
Sleepy book -- Zolotow 591.5 Z75s/
Some smug slug -- Edwards E Ed975s

Initial, medial, and final /th/
The little engine that could -- Piper E P6611

King Bidgood's in the bathtub -- Wood E W851k

Thump, thump, rat-a-tat-tat -- Baer E B145l2

Thunder cake -- Polacco E P757tc

Little Rabbit's loose tooth -- Bale E B315l

Over, under and through -- Hoban E H652o

The bear's toothache -- McPhail E M241b